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How to encourage
employees to upskill
Staying competitive today is more than what
meets the eye.; it means staying ahead. One of
the most effective strategies for maintaining a
competitive edge is encouraging employees to
upskill.

This article delves into why upskilling is crucial and provides actionable
strategies to foster a culture of continuous learning in your organisation.

The importance of upskilling
Economic Benefits: Upskilling not only enhances productivity but also reduces
the need for frequent new hires, saving on recruitment costs and retaining
invaluable institutional knowledge. Let’s say you are running an SEO agency.
Different employees there play different roles. Some manage clients, some
create links and others do reports. You can encourage some of the lower flying
employees to upskill and learn link building or other parts of the equation and
as such make them more valuable.

Personal Growth for Employees: Employees who are given opportunities to
grow are more engaged, satisfied, and loyal. This personal growth leads to
higher morale and a positive workplace culture.

Additionally, integrating productivity tools into this environment can further
streamline communication and workflow, thereby amplifying the team’s overall
efficiency and effectiveness. 
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Identifying upskilling opportunities
Skills Gap Analysis: Conducting a thorough skills gap analysis helps identify
where upskilling is needed most, allowing for targeted training efforts. For
example, if you have a graphic design artist skilled in logos, you can then
custom-train them in other areas.

By identifying specific areas within graphic design where upskilling is needed
most, such as proficiency in web design, motion graphics, or UI/UX design,
organisations can tailor training programs to enhance the capabilities of their
design teams. For instance, if a graphic design artist excels in creating logos
but lacks experience in web design or digital illustration, targeted training
efforts can be directed towards expanding their skill set in these areas,
ensuring they remain competitive and adaptable with the help of valuable
insights on enhancing graphic design skills.

1. Improve on skill gaps
To identify specific skills your company needs now and in the future should be
the first thing to understand before you ask anyone to upskill.

Conduct a detailed skill gap analysis before you switch to an upskilling
program. To do that understand both future and present needs.

To identify your employees’ current skill gaps, do the following: 

Review your key performance indicators (KPIs): KPIs give you an idea to
track company progress and performance. Assessing these gives you an
indication of how well employees perform

Organise skill-mapping workshops: You can conduct some of these
workshops inside and partner with talent recruiters or others.

To understand future skills of your workforce analyse these techniques.

Analyse workforce data: Get industry-relevant data from professional
networks and analyse the skills they want. Job boards give you plenty of
workforce data as they collect ads from different employers.

Observe industry trends: Start observing wide industry trends to understand
which new skills are required for operations in the future.

Source insights from industry leaders: Consult your opinion with leaders
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about future trends.

A skill gap analysis helps pinpoint areas in which areas to channel your efforts
to.

2. Create employee personal
development plans
As a small business owner, you should know about employees’ short-term, mid-
term, and long-term goals. Find which skills each employee is most interested
in learning.

The best way to gather this is through employee development plans. As
managers one big role is to ensure professional goals align with the company’s
goals.

Employee development plans offer insights into employee’s career
expectations even if its something as simple as remote work.

3. Set aside time for learning
The upskilling program should be collaborative. It should come with a win-win
mindset too. This means allocating enough learning time to your employees
within work hours.

Creating dedicated learning time allows employees to immerse themselves in
upskilling and advancing skills completely and doesn’t let them waste too
much of their time.

Also, leverage mobile learning techniques.

4. Connect employees to a mentor
Learned skills need to be perfected through real-life experience. Include
workplace coaching and mentoring to apply these newfound skills. Learning
new skills and applying them to the real- world offers steep learning curves and
having older employees guide them helps avoid costly mistakes. You can use
an in-house mentoring program too.

Acknowledging and rewarding efforts and achievements in upskilling can
motivate employees to continue their learning journeys.
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Offering flexible learning options, such as online courses or time off for
education, can help employees balance work and learning.

5. Create a post-training plan
It’s important to set up post-training engagement where the trained employee
shares their knowledge with the rest of the group. A post-training program
ensures you get a great long-term return and establishes a clear path of
learning and knowledge transfer in the company. Your entire team benefits
from one person upskilling.

This way even if the employee gets better job offers and leaves the company
you still benefit from the environment. Fostering an environment where
learning is valued and encouraged can significantly enhance upskilling efforts.

6. Do employee surveys and gather
feedback
Gathering input directly from employees can uncover hidden needs and desires
for professional development, aligning upskilling efforts with actual interests.
At the same time you should put efforts into improving internal
communications within the company. Great communication skills are hard to
come by and if you put in the required training programs for your employees
that would mean no insight is lost in translation. This would lead to better
outputs, improved productivity, and greater skills for your employees.

Ultimately, whether employees decide to upskill or no boils down to fostering a
culture of respect and consideration within the workplace. This can have
profound effects on employee well-being, collaboration, and overall
organisational success. 

As an an upcoming leader, offer employees upskilling opportunities retain
talent, establish a great culture, and have a highly skilled workplace. 

This is important for a full digital transformation of your company. This sense of
belonging fosters a positive work environment that encourages collaboration,
creativity, and a shared commitment

Conclusion
Encouraging employees to upskill is a win-win for both the organisation and its
workforce. By implementing the strategies outlined above, you can create a
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culture of continuous learning that drives business success and employee
satisfaction.

Regular check-ins and progress reports help keep upskilling efforts on track
and employees motivated.

Continuous Support and Encouragement

Providing ongoing support and encouragement is crucial for sustaining
upskilling initiatives over the long term.
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